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We propose and demonstrate free-space optical data links based on coaxial sidelobe-modified optical vortices
(CSMOVs). In contrast to the optical communication systems based on amplitude, frequency, or phase detec-
tion, the proposed scheme uses the radii ratio between the principle ring and the first sidelobe of the CSMOV.
Therefore, the demand of stringent alignment and/or accurate phase matching is released. We design and opti-
mize a composite computer-generated hologram to generate a CSMOV with four topological charges (TCs).
Extracted from the images captured by a CCD camera, the radii ratio between the principle ring and the first
sidelobe of different TCs are consistent with the theoretical values.
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Since Allen first proposed that beams with a phase term of
expðilθÞ have an orbital angular momentum (OAM) of lℏ
per photon in 1992[1] [l refers to the topological charge
(TC) and θ is the azimuthal angle in polar coordinates],
optical vortices (OVs) have widely been applied in optical
trapping[2–4], generation of cylindrical vector beams[5–8],
and optical communications[9–17]. Due to its infinite set
of orthogonal states and high security derived from the
uncertainty relationship between angular position and
TC[18], OAM has been demonstrated as a new degree of
freedom in optical data transmission systems. OAM is
used either as division multiplexing (OAM-DM) to in-
crease the capacity of a communication system[19,20] or as
encoding to enhance security in data transmission[9,10,21]. In
2012, Wang et al.[19] employed four OVs with different
TCs in free-space optical (FSO) communication systems
to achieve a high information transmission capacity of
1.37 Tbit/s and a spectral efficiency of 25.6 bit/s/Hz.
In their experiment, the four states of OAM were
demultiplexed by a spatial light modulator (SLM) with a
conjugate phase mask. In 2013, terabit-scale data trans-
missions were achieved over 1.1 km based on OAM-DM
in specialty fiber[20]. The demultiplexing system coupled
OV beams into free space again and sorted the OAM
states according to their TCs by a SLM. Recently, our
group demonstrated parallel detection of ten multiplexed
OAM channels for FSO communication using Dammann
optical vortex gratings[15]. In the aforementioned OV
communication systems based on interference or phase-
matching detection, stringent alignment in the receiving
system is required, which strongly reduces the flexibility
of communication systems[9–14,19,20,22,23]. To solve this prob-
lem, in our previous work[21] we reported a method for FSO

data links where the transmitter encoded data into a
composite computer-generated hologram (CCGH) and
the receiver decoded data by retrieving an array of
sidelobe-modulated OV (SMOV). The measurement of
OAM in this method only depends on robustness of the
radii ratio in SMOV transmission, thus releasing the high
demand of alignment and making the detecting system
simpler and more stable. However, this method diffracts
the OV beam into a 2D array, so the required detection
area of the SMOV array magnifies with increasing propa-
gation distance. Furthermore, the arrayed rings compli-
cated the demodulation system compared to the coaxial
beam solution.

In this Letter, we present a new approach for the FSO
data links employing a coaxial SMOV (CSMOV) beam
that are generated by CCGH. After propagating in free
space, the carried information is demultiplexed by
extracting the radii ratios of the principle rings and the
overlapping first sidelobe rings in the CSMOV. The
robustness of the radii ratio in CSMOV transmission
guarantees the receiver unit against the difficulties and in-
stabilities caused by the stringent alignment and accurate
phase matching. Improved from the SMOV array, this
method offers even lower demand than that in Ref. [21] for
demodulation systems. It is noted that such a coaxial beam
could provide a high spatial efficiency and make it prom-
ising to propagate in a specially-designed fiber in the future.

We use the SLM to create the CSMOV beams compris-
ing OVs with different TCs. All of these OVs have
commonly located sidelobes and separate principle rings
serving as communication channels in the system. By
switching the CCGH, the modulated signals can be indi-
vidually uploaded to each channel of the CSMOVs. At the
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downstream, the signals from coaxial OV beams are de-
tected by a CCD. The images obtained by the CCD are
uploaded onto another computer to read out the transmit-
ted signals by calculating the radii ratio of the principle
and the first sidelobe rings in the CSMOV.
Figure 1 depicts the experimental system. The signal

generation unit consists of a laser (532 nm) and a
computer-controlled reflective phase type SLM (Holoeye
LC-R3000, 1920 pixels × 1200 pixels). The light beam in-
cidents on to the SLM after collimation and expansion.
The Gaussian beam is converted into a CSMOV beam by
the SLM loaded with a CCGH. By modulating the CCGH
on the SLM continuously, data can be uploaded onto dif-
ferent channels in the CSMOV beam. We use a CCD cam-
era (3.2 μm× 3.2 μm per pixel, 2048 pixels × 1536 pixels)
to capture the CSMOV patterns and demultiplex the
signal with PC2.
Figure 2 shows the simulation results of the CSMOV

with four TCs. Figure 2(a) illustrates a coaxial OV
beam combining four SMOVs with small TC intervals
(l ¼ 41, 43, 47, and 49). The radii of the principle rings
are proportional to

���
l

p
[9] [as the four rings shown in the

corners of Fig. 2(a)]. The sidelobes and/or the principle
ring interfere with each other, which produces an interfer-
ence pattern [as shown in the central pattern of Fig. 2(a)]
and makes the detection of the radius ratio difficult. In
addition, the intensity of the sidelobe is much weaker than
the principle ring, which also increases the difficulty for
extracting the radii of sidelobes. In order to solve these
problems, we choose SMOVs with large enough TCs inter-
vals (l ¼ 30, 60, 80, and 100) and push their sidelobes to a
common overlapped position while keeping the principle
ring position unchanged. Based on these improvements,
we can push and superimpose the sidelobes at the same
ring to re-encode the radii ratio between the principle rings
and the first sidelobe rings of the CSMOV. Therefore,
SMOV beams with different TCs identified by the differ-
ent radii ratio in the CSMOV are able to carry multiple
channels of data in transmission. In the detecting termi-
nal, in principle we can realize a high-speed real-time de-
tection by using a linear photodiode (PD) array, which
greatly simplifies the detection system. In this experiment,

we use a CCD to prove the concept of this system. In the
receiver unit of our FSO data links there is no need for
extra complex decoding devices, such as sophisticated
holograms or multi-pinholes, which greatly overcome
the drawbacks caused by strict alignment and phase
matching between the OVs beams and optical elements.

Following our previous work[12,24], we divide the circular
spiral phase plate into several annular areas in accordance
with the ratio β ¼ ρ1∕ρi , where ρ1 and ρi stand for the
principle and the first sidelobe ring’s radii of the
Fraunhofer diffraction intensity distribution of the circu-
lar spiral phase plate, respectively. Each annular area is a
ring-shaped spiral phase plate. Here, we only use the
outermost N þ 1 annular spiral phase plate, and N is a
positive integer, while other regions are equivalent to non-
transparent. In our experiment, we found the best result
with N ¼ 5. We superimpose different radial phase mod-
ulations in each annular spiral phase plate in order to
encode the radii ratio between the principle ring and
modulated sidelobe of the Fraunhofer diffraction intensity
distribution. Therefore, this compound spiral phase
structure of the complex transmittance function can be
expressed asFig. 1. Experimental setup of CSMOV-based optical data links.

Fig. 2. Simulated intensity distribution of the SMOVs (a) with
l ¼ 41, 43, 47, 49 and (b) with l ¼ 30, 60, 80, 100. (c) Theoretical
intensity distribution of the SMOVs with l ¼ 30, 60, 80, 100.
The peaks around ρ1 ¼ 2.50 mm refer to the sidelobe rings, the
other 4 peaks (ρi ¼ 0.50, 0.95, 1.23, 1.53 mm) from left to right
refer to the principle rings of the TC from 30 to 100, and the radii
ratio is 0.20, 0.38, 0.49, 0.61, respectively. The curve labeled as
“Total” in (c) shows the intensity distribution when four states
of SMOV are used to form a CSMOV. Since each SMOV owns
relatively equal total energy while the circumference of its prin-
ciple ring increases with TC, the principle ring of the larger TC
obtains a lower intensity.
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φi ¼
XN
m¼0

�
circl

�
r

βmR

�
− circl

�
r

βmþ1R

��
× eilθþiαmωr ;

circlðxÞ ¼
�
1 if x < 1

0 if x ≥ 1
; (1)

where φ1 is the phase distribution of the CCGH of the
SMOV, l is a TC of the spiral phase structure, ðr; θÞ
are the polar coordinates on the plane of the phase device,
R is the outer radius of the spiral phase structure,
ω ¼ π∕R, β is the radius ratio between the inner and outer
annular helical phase structure (β ¼ ρ1∕ρi), circlðxÞ is de-
fined as the function of a circle with radius x, and am is the
radial phase modulation parameter in the mth annular
spiral phase plates that pushes different sidelobes to the
desired position (the radius of sidelobe is ρ2). It is noted
that a0 ≡ 0, which means that the outermost annular spi-
ral phase structure is not modulated with the radial
parameter and the principle rings do not move. We obtain
the optimized a1 to am by using the trial-and-error
method, according to Ref. [20]. Table 1 shows the design
parameters of the SMOV for each annular aperture. We
obtain SMOVs with four TCs with different radii ratio
between the principle ring and the sidelobe (ρ1∕ρ2).
Figure 2(c) shows the theoretical SMOV intensity distri-
bution using the design parameters listed in Table 1. The
results verify the feasibility of our method. Sidelobes of
different TCs move to the same position (ρ2 ¼ 2.5 mm),
while the principle rings are kept apart.
In our experiment, we use a phase-only hologram to pro-

duce a CSMOV with TCs of 30, 60, 80, and 100. The com-
plex amplitude of the CSMOV can be expressed as

Ψ ¼
XN
n¼1

Eln
φln ; (2)

where N ¼ 4, l1 to l4 equals 30, 60, 80, and 100, respec-
tively, φln

is the CCGH of the SMOV with TC ¼ ln, Eln

is the normalized amplitude weight of each SMOV, and
ΣN
n¼ljEln

j2 ¼ 1.With the increase of TC, the principle ring
reduces its intensity [as shown in Fig. 2(c)] due to the
larger circumference of the ring. In order to get enough
intensity, the Eln with a greater TC should have a larger
weight. In our experiment, we choose that

jE30j:jE60j:jE80j:jE100j ¼ 0.077∶0.308∶0.546∶0.775; (3)

to get an almost equal intensity of the principle rings.
Since we use a phase-only SLM in our experiment, we
must obtain a phase-only expression to generate a
CSMOV. We assume that

φ ¼ angle
�XN

n¼l

Blnφln

�
; (4)

Ψ ¼ expðiφÞ ¼
XN
n¼l

Aln
φln

: (5)

By optimizing the Bln
, we make the ratio of Aln

close to
the ratio of Eln

.
We use a CSMOV with different TCs as channels to

carry data. By measuring the radius ratio, we decode in-
formation in different channels. Figure 3 shows the exper-
imental scheme and results of CSMOV-based data links.
Figures 3(a1)–3(e1) depict the intensity distributions of
the generated CSMOV captured by the CCD experimen-
tally. In order to decode data information randomly gen-
erated by PC1 in Fig. 1, we need to extract the radii ratios
from the captured images. However, due to the interfer-
ence, CSMOV shows an alternative bright and dark spot
pattern along the sidelobe ring. We filter out the noise,

Table 1. Design Parameters of CSMOV for Each Annular Aperture

l ρ1∕ρi α1 α2 α3 α4 α5

Theoretical Value of the
Radii Ratios ρ1∕ρ2

Experimental Value of the
Radii Ratios Error (%)

30 0.7874 53.5 49.3 53.3 59.6 41.6 0.200 0.1947 2.65

60 0.8552 48.8 59.7 52.1 45.4 37.6 0.378 0.38 0.52

80 0.8780 57.5 39.9 42.8 36.4 21.6 0.495 0.4952 0.04

100 0.8936 39.7 34.4 22.5 15.5 16.2 0.611 0.6112 0.03

Fig. 3. Bits in channels and their corresponding CCGH,
CSMOV, and identified rings. For a given channel, the on/off
of the SMOV with the corresponding TC represents 1/0 of infor-
mation. (a1)–(e1) are the experimental results of CSMOVs car-
rying information on the top and (a2)–(e2) are the results after
Hough transform.
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rotate the images obtained by the CCD clockwise, and
superimpose the rotated images with different angles.
As a result, we eliminate the inhomogeneous outermost
ring due to the interference between the sidelobes and the
asymmetry of the inner principle rings induced by the im-
aging lens. Finally, we can get relatively ideal concentric
rings through binarization. We use a Hough transform[25]

to identify the radii of rings, which are used to calculate
radii ratios and decode information in different channels.
Figures 3(a2)–3(e2) show the boundary of the rings iden-
tified by the Hough transform algorithm.
Table 1 also shows the results in comparison with the

theoretical values by the radii ratios identified through
the Hough transform and the errors in percentage. We
attribute the errors to the distortion of the images and
the Hough transform algorithm. For a given channel,
on/off of the SMOV corresponds to 1/0 of the bitstream.
After a transmission coaxially in free space, the CSMOV
are captured by a CCD camera. What we received are
different combinations of the four SMOVs [as shown in
Fig. 3(a1)–3(e1)]. Then the radii ratios of each SMOV
are extracted to determine the TC of the channels and
the transmitted data is decoded. In the data link experi-
ment, a pseudorandom code stream of 5000-bit length is
transmitted for multiple times without error bits detected.
We estimate that the OAM communication system has a
bit error rate (BER) of less than 2.0 × 10−4. In the current
condition, the error bit can be corrected by the typical for-
ward error correction algorithm. The BER mainly comes
from atmospheric turbulence and background noise in free
space. In our previous work, we theoretically analyzed the
influence of weak, medium, and strong turbulence for
OAM communication in the atmosphere[15]. In weak and
medium atmospheric turbulence, the OAM signals can
propagate for 1 km with acceptable cross talk. Here, in
the proof of concept demonstration, the OAM signal chan-
nels are only several meters long. Therefore, the turbu-
lence of the atmosphere is very weak and can be
ignored. Background noise can reduce the contrast of
the image, which may cause errors in radii identification.
We also calculate the cross talk of the system. The cross
talk between the CSMOV channels can be expressed as

CrosstalkðdBÞ ¼ 10 lg
�
PXT

Pli

�
; (6)

where PXT is the intensity received at the radial position
of the channel when only the desired channel is off and Pli

is the intensity received at the same position when only the
desired channel is on.
There is an example shown in Fig. 4(a) for a TC of 80

and a radial position of 1.24 mm. The theoretical and
experimental results are shown in Fig. 4(b). The black
bars represent the theoretical results while the red bars
represent experimental results. The experimental data
agrees with the theoretical values. The maximum cross
talk is less than −15 dB, which means that PXT is less

than 0.03 × Pli . After the subsequent image processing,
the cross talk almost makes no contribution to the BER.

In conclusion, we propose and demonstrate a new
method of FSO data links based on CSMOV. We use im-
proved CCGH to generate CSMOV with different TCs as
multiple information channels. At the receiver end, we de-
code information by calculating radii ratios between the
principle and the first sidelobe rings of the CSMOV to
avoid strict alignment and phase-matching requirements.
In our proof-of-concept experiment, we realize a data
transmission in four channels with a BER as low as
2.0 × 10−4 in the proposed system. Potentially, in free
space, such a coaxial beam provides the possibility for
transmission in specially-designed optical fibers that
might have wider applications in modern communication.
The demonstrated transmission rate in our experiment is
limited by the refreshing rate of the SLM and the CCD.
We can use phase plates with high-speed independent
controllable light sources and a linear PD array to realize
high-speed signal encoding and detection.

Fig. 4. (a) Relative intensity distribution when the CSMOV
channel with TC ¼ 80 is on/off; here, the measured radial posi-
tion is 1.24 mm. (b) The theoretical and experimental results of
cross talk of four CSMOV channels with TC ¼ 30, 60, 80, 100,
respectively.
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